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Abstract
The paper presents a multiscale model based on a FEMxDEM approach, a method that couples
Discrete Elements at the micro-scale and Finite Elements at the macro-scale. FEMxDEM has
proven to be an effective way to treat real-scale engineering problems by embedding constitutive
laws numerically obtained using Discrete Elements into a standard Finite Element framework. The
proposed paper focuses on some numerical open-issues of the method. Given the problem non-
linearity, Newton’s method is required. The standard full Newton method is modified by adopting
operators different from the consistent tangent matrix and by developing ad-hoc solution strategies.
The efficiency of several existing operators is compared and a new, original strategy is proposed,
which is shown to be numerically more efficient than the existing propositions. Furthermore, a
shared memory parallelization framework using OpenMP directives is introduced. The combination
of these enhancements allow to overcome the FEMxDEM computational limitations, thus making
the approach competitive with classical FEM in terms of stability and computational cost.
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1. Introduction
Multiscale numerical models allow to have an insight into the microscale origins of complex
phenomena such as localization and anisotropy in mechanical problems [2, 25, 13, 3, 11]. This
allows to avoid the use of phenomenological constitutive laws by obtaining the material properties
directly from a microscale simulation. The idea of FEMxDEM is to solve a continuum boundary
value problem (BVP) at the macroscale while obtaining the constitutive material behaviour from
a DEM microscale in a fully coupled hierarchical multiscale method. Some early works [12, 16,
20], have put in evidence the potential of the method to provide a refined description of complex
constitutive behaviours into real-scale computations. Indeed, FEMxDEM methods allow to couple
the advantages of Discrete Elements (i.e. a numerical constitutive law for a complex material
behaviour can be obtained) and the efficiency of Finite Elements. Later works have enhanced
and extended this approach to the study of anisotropy [5, 18], granular cohesion [19], material
heterogeneity [23], real scale engineering applications [6, 7], more realistic constitutive behaviours
using 3D DEM [15, 26], macroscale hydro-mechanical coupling [26, 10]. More recently, [15] have
embedded non-local regularization at the macro-scale and [9] has developed a full micro-macro 3D
approach. However, despite these latest developments, some open issues in the development of
the method can be identified. The time-dependency and non-linearity of the problem requires an
iterative Newton’s scheme and the definition of the tangent operator. Full Newton’s method is
associated to the consistent tangent operator that, in the case of a complex constitutive behaviour,
is usually obtained by derivation, i.e. making use of a perturbation method. However, the use
of Discrete Elements at the micro-scale intrinsically leads to numerical instabilities, i.e. the noisy
constitutive law by numerical homogenization of a 2D DEM model gives as a result a function with
non continuous derivative after the peak. The first objective of this paper is to mitigate this issue
by proposing and discussing alternative new operators, introducing quasi-Newton strategies that
prove to be robust, stable and numerically efficient. Among these, an original solution developed
in the present work, namely the DEM based Quasi-static Operator (DEMQO) presented hereafter,
represents the most efficient approach in terms of computational cost. Furthermore, parallelization
paradigms based on a shared memory framework using OpenMP directives are introduced: this
overcomes the CPU time issue due to the integration of the microscale. The combination of these
enhancements allow to relieve the FEMxDEM computational limitations, thus making the approach
suitable for engineering problems in terms of stability and computational cost.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the FEM and DEM theories are presented as
well as the coupling FEMxDEM, in sections 3,4 and 5 the alternative operators are presented, with
performance results in section 6. Section 7 is devoted to the parallelization, the paper ends with
conclusions in section 8. In AppendixA, AppendixB and AppendixC the needed developments to
obtain the operators are presented.
2. FEMxDEM model
We consider the quasi-static evolution of a continuous medium in large deformation; the anelas-
tic constitutive equation which is issued from a DEM computing shares features, at least from a
numerical point of view, with other constitutive equations of geomechanics, e.g. elastoplasticity and
hypoplasticity. The numerical simulation, carried out in the framework of finite elements, is based
on a time stepping method. At a given time step, the balance equation, fulfilled at the end of the




σf :  (~w∗) dv +
ˆ
∂Ωf
~Bf . ~w∗ds = 0 (1)
A quantity with a superscript i or f , refer to the value of that quantity at the beginning of the step,
respectively at the end of the step. Ωf is the unknown configuration of the medium at the end of
the step, ~Bf is the force density applied on the boundary ∂Ωf ,  (~w∗) denotes the symmetric part
of the gradient of the virtual velocity field ~w∗. One should notice that the bulk force density is here
neglected. According to the problem in view, ~Bf can be partly known, partly unknown.
The constitutive equation provides the Cauchy stress σf as a function of the deformation tensor
F f that reads





The boundary value problem, non-linear in general, is solved using the iterative Newton’s method.
At each iteration, the equations are expanded up to the first order with respect to the unknowns,
that are mainly the displacement field from Ωi to Ωf , the stress σf and possibly some parts of
~Bf . Then the corresponding linear problem is solved and the unknowns are updated, ready for the
following iteration. The strict application of the Newton’s method needs to differentiate S with
respect to F f ; the gradient of S, often called the "consistent operator", is denoted by CCTO:
dσ = S
(






= CCTO : dF f + · · · (3)
In the paper, different alternative operators are considered in place of the consistent one, for
those operators the differential relation of Eq. 3 is written generically:
dσ = C : dF (4)
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Apart from some simple cases for which a closed-form expression of the tensor C can be found,
the determination of C is usually performed numerically using a perturbation method. In the case
of a 2D problem, the dimension of the space of F f is 4; F f is therefore perturbed in 4 independent
directions, for instance the directions given by the tensors Λnm, n,m = 1, 2 defined by:
Λmnkl = δmkδnl (5)





F f + Λmn
)− Sij (F f)

(6)
are computed. Assuming S to be differentiable, that determines C. According to the way it is
carried out, the computation of C can be more or less time consuming.
In the presently studied case, the determination of σf in term of F f is particular in the sense that
it is not provided by the integration of an incremental (or partly incremental) constitutive equation
on a time step (as in the case of hypoplasticity or elastoplasticity) but by the displacement field
of a spatially periodic assembly of interacting grains, i.e. the DEM computation. The periodicity
condition means that at each step of its evolution the geometry assembly is periodic. That is to say
that the positions of the grains are given by those of the grains of a subset, called base cell, translated
by vectors ν1~Y 1 + ν2~Y 2 (in 2D) with ν1 and ν2 being relative integers; ~Y 1 and ~Y 2, assumed to be
linearly independent, are the periodicity vectors (Fig. 1). To determine the motion of the grains of
the whole assembly, it is sufficient to determine that of the grains of the base cell taking into account
the possible interactions of those grains with those of the adjacent cells, that is the cells for which
ν1, ν2 are in {−1, 0, 1}. The rotations of grains are supposed periodic. The motion of the grains
of the base cell is determined by numerically integrating Newton’s dynamic equations, the grains
interacting by contact forces that are partly elastic and that satisfy the Signorini-Coulomb conditions
of friction. Some cohesion can be taken into account, yet interaction torques are disregarded. The
kinematic data of the motion of grains are the time τ functions ~Y 1 (τ) and ~Y 1 (τ), the unknowns
are the displacements and rotations of the grains as well as the interaction forces.
n n'm m'
Figure 1: Elementary cell and periodicity vectors: m and n are two grains in contact, m’ and n’ are the equivalent
grains in the neighbor cell
For the DEM computing of relation (2), the τ functions ~Y 1 (τ) and ~Y 1 (τ) are taken in the
form ~Y i (τ) = F (τ) · ~Y iR, i = 1, 2 where ~Y 1R and ~Y 2R are the initial (with respect to the macroscopic
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evolution) periodicity vectors and where the order 2 tensor function F (τ) is given by
F (τ) =
{
F i + ττ1
(
F f − F i) 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ1
F f τ1 < τ
(7)
where τ1 is the duration of the progressive loading of the cell by the macroscopic deformation
gradient. At the end of that period, the grains of the base cell are not necessarily balanced, so the
computing is carried on until the grains of the base cell are balanced (i.e., the ratio between the
maximum unbalanced force measured for grains in the assembly, relatively to the typical normal
force, is smaller to 10−3) in such a way that the DEM computation should be consistent with the
quasi-static feature of the macroscopic modeling. To speed up this relaxation phase, a damping
term can be added to the interacting forces.
At the end of the computing, the DEM provides the positions ~rn of the grains of the base cell
numbered by n, the contact forces ~fm/n, ~fm/n being the force applied on the grain n by the grain






~fm/n ⊗ (~rm − ~rn) (8)
where |Ya| is the area of the 2D packing, I denotes the set of couples of grains being in contact. It
can be seen that the DEM computation enables to determine σf in term of F f which defines the
function S of (2), which is possible due the quasi-static conditions imposed to the DEM model, see
eq.7
In the following sections, different Newtons’ operators will be presented and compared. Section 3
will introduce the standard perturbation-based operators. Section 4 will present the standard Kruyt
operator together with some possible enhancements of this operator. Section 5 will be devoted to
the development of a new, elastic-based numerical (DEMQO) and analytic (PSTLO) operator.
All the numerical tests are carried out on a biaxial test boundary value problem. The biaxial
test configuration is chosen because of its extensive use in numerical simulations and experiments,
and available bibliography, e.g. [17, 8]. Furthermore, despite the initial homogeneity of the problem
and -in fact- because of that, the biaxial test constitutes a particularly challenging BVP for nu-
merical modeling. The emergence of a localization pattern, if any, is not prescribed by some initial
heterogeneity of the material or of the stress field. Ideally, the locus of the emergence of one or
several shear bands within the specimen is physically undetermined, unlike other characteristics as
the orientation or the thickness of the band. In experiments, the actually emerging pattern results
from subtle imperfections of the tested specimen; in-silico, it will result of the noise of the numerical
algorithms, but the convergence toward a given solution among a large choice of possible ones can
be much more difficult than in the case of heterogeneous or initially biased BVP [23].
In the forthcoming numerical simulations, a displacement controlled monotonic compression δb is
applied together with a confining constant pressure, equal to the initial value σ2. It is worth
noting that in the forthcoming analysis gravity forces are not considered (being negligible in the
context of the present study) thus making the units not relevant (it can also be observed that no
length appears in eq. (2)). The height/width ratio in the proposed problem is equal to 2. The
microscale consists in a 400 circular particles assembly with cohesion and friction in the contacts.
The numerical study is based on a 128 4 Gauss Points, 8-noded-elements FEM mesh (Fig. 2). The
boundary value problem is closed by restricting all the displacements in one node to avoid kinematic
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indetermination. Force and displacement conditions are used as convergence criteria in the New-
ton method, FNORM/RNORM being the force, and UNORM/DNORM the displacement variable.
Their meaning will be made explicit later in the article. PRECU is the threshold of precision for
the displacement criteria.
The numerical values of the Newtons’ operators are calculated for two elements of the 128 ele-
ment simulation (Fig. 2). These two elements (A and B) undergo the same loading path and, given
the absence of localization at the present configuration (first loading step), they should give, apart
from numerical precision, identical stress-strain state to the two points.
Figure 2: Biaxial test geometry and boundary conditions: σ2 is the confining pressure, δb the imposed displacement.
The concerned Gauss points are located in the elements A and B.
3. Perturbation based operators
In this section the Consistent Tangent Operator (CTO), which was introduced in (Eq. 6) and a
time average named Auxiliary Elastic Operator (AEO) will be presented:
3.1. Consistent Tangent Operator (CTO)
The CTO is obtained using the perturbation method of (Eq. 6). Four small perturbations 1
Λmn , n,m = 1, 2 of the form (5) are successively added to the final value F f of the macroscopic
deformation gradient and the corresponding stress tensors σf are calculated for each of them.
According to (Eq.7), the perturbations Λmn change the path of F along which the DEM integration
is performed: that means that the calculation of the CTO needs four full DEM computations for
each iteration of the Newton’s method at each Gauss point of the FEM discretization.
When applied to a smooth enough function, the convergence of the Newton’s method is proved
to be quadratic, so the CTO should provide that quadratic convergence. In general, the conver-
gence obtained using it in a FEMxDEM model is not quadratic unless the state is nearly elastic.
Furthermore, convergence is not always achieved.
1Small enough to be considered infinitesimal compared to the magnitude of the loading step.
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This is partially due to the noisy behavior of the constitutive law provided by the DEM. Indeed,
a noisy response degrades the precision of the numerical derivation performed to compute the CTO,
when a significant number of contacts are prone to slide in the elementary volume. Conversely, when
the behavior in the domain is largely elastic (within the considered loading increment), quadratic
convergence may still be obtained if a limited number of grain contacts slide in some elementary vol-
umes. This is put in evidence in Fig.3, in which the profiles of convergence (UNORM/DNORM) 2 of
a biaxial compression test show quadratic velocity except for the second iteration where oscillations
are more evident.
Figure 3: Displacement convergence profiles (UNORM/DNORM) for the 10 first time steps of a biaxial test with a
maximum axial deformation less than 0.2% using CTO. The horizontal line indicates the precision threshold for the
UNORM/DNORM values; PRECU=0.005.
The softening causes the problem to be ill-posed thus inducing the degradation of the Newton
method efficiency.3 The time cost4 of the FEMxDEM model forces us to stop the simulation before
convergence is found, i.e. better numerical approaches are needed.
In Eqs. 9 and 10 the matrix C is given for the two Gauss points A and B respectively. The
point (A) (Fig. 2) gives the expected 5 Newton operator coefficients (Eq. 9), while the Gauss point
(B) presents very different values (Eq. 10). Such a discrepancy is systematically observed using the
CTO operator and can be due to the granular assembly noisy response and the related bifurcation
behavior that might be taking place even at such an early loading stage. Other operators rather





900.3 −16.4 −22.1 73.8
−14.9 384.4 418.8 −6.0
−14.9 384.4 418.8 −6.0
79.3 −12.8 −9.9 906.1
 (9)
2DNORM is the norm of the nodal displacements in the current iteration, UNORM is the norm of the nodal
displacements increment in the current step.
3From a theoretical perspective, a negative stiffness coefficient is not possible because of thermodynamic consid-
erations [22]. Therefore, materials whose global behaviour exhibits negative stiffness are unstable. However, if only
some part of the global structure presents negative stiffness and the surrounding is stiff enough it can absorb the
instabilities and the structure can be stable [22].
4In classical analytic law models, a non convergent Newton method can eventually converge to the solution in the
next iteration, in FEMxDEM the computational time devoted to the integration of the law is dependent of the strain
input, which can be very large in case of non convergence of the Newton method.






−2077.4 −2789.1 493.8 −991.8
3799.7 −165.0 391.5 −9341.1
3799.7 −165.0 391.5 −9341.1
−2678.0 3008.6 −4965.9 −7326.5
 (10)
It is worth noting that in eqs. 9 and 10 (and analogous equations of the following), the matrices
C represent a fourth order tensors Cijkh according to:
C =

C1111 C1112 C1121 C1122
C1211 C1212 C1221 C1222
C2111 C2112 C2121 C2122
C2211 C2212 C2221 C2222
 (11)
which corresponds to the notation of second order tensors as column vectors. For instance, in matrix












3.2. Auxiliary elastic operator (AEO)
This operator was developed in the work of [18] and it was used as an alternative to the CTO.
The stress evolution in a single Gauss point suggests that the irregularities are restricted only to
some iterations. This can be put down to the DEM behavior which presents instabilities only when
a chain of grains slide occurs, which happens in a systematic way during a monotonic loading path.
In order to provide a smoother evolution of the operator, a time average over several well converged
steps is performed at the beginning of the loading. This provides an operator (Eq. 12) which can
be adopted for the given Gauss point during the rest of the simulation.
However, as the operator remains unchanged, it does not take into account the history of the
material, so it is not tangent to the law once we leave the pre-peak regime. Consequently, the result-
ing quasi-Newton method will never present quadratic convergence. Nevertheless, no perturbations
are needed after obtaining the average so it only needs one-fifth of the time per Newton iteration




880.3 −19.0 −18.27 86.9
−13.3 379.8 415.11 −15.5
−13.3 379.8 415.11 −15.5
99.3 −15.1 −17.05 886.9
 (12)
4. Kruyt operators
Another way of obtaining the Newton operator comes within a rougher method of homoge-
nization that consists in considering that the displacements ~un and the rotations dθn of the grains
are those of the underlying continuous macroscopic medium. As stressed out in AppendixC, this
method of homogenization does not make use of the balance equations of the grains and, if applied
to a linear elastic continuum, it yields to a macroscopic elastic module that is the average of the
constituent modules.
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Figure 4: Strain stress curves for a biaxial compression FEMxDEM simulation using the auxiliary elastic operator.
The tests with precision lower than PRECU=0.005 present good convergence.
Kruyt’s operator has already been used by other authors in a FEMxDEM formulation, e.g. [6]
proposed an Upper bound Kruyt Operator (UKO). Other Kruyt-like operators can be obtained by
introducing some fitting coefficients derived by the actual CTO. In this work, we will introduce the
Upper Bound corrected Kruyt Operator -UCKO) and the Upper bound Corrected Kruyt Operator
2DOF (UCKO 2DOF). Furthermore, Kruyt approach can be improved by considering additional
degrees of freedom, such as the rotations of the grains and the pre-stresses; that yields to the
auxiliary operator denoted Kruyt Augmented Operator (KAO).
4.1. Upper bound Kruyt operator (UKO)
The elastic operator proposed by Kruyt [14] is here introduced. Kruyt proposes two extremum
principles in order to obtain the upper and lower bound of the elastic moduli of a granular assembly.
The extremum principle used in this work is the one corresponding to the upper bound of the elastic
moduli. This operator is already used in a multiscale FEMxDEM approach by [6]. The UKO is
obtained assuming that the displacements of the grains are those of an homogeneously strained
medium, subjected to the strain E. Consequently, the difference ∆~uc of the grain displacements
of a contact, linearly depends on E. That, together with the assumption that the contact force is
elastic and proportional to the difference ∆~uc, yield that the stress reads σ = CUKO : E. According
to the Cauchy-Poisson formula for the stress, CUKO appears as a summation over all the contacts
taking in consideration the orientation and stiffness (Eq. 13). Cohesion forces, preexisting forces
and rotations of the grains are not taken into account.









c ⊗ ~ec)⊗ (~ec ⊗ ~ec) + kt
(
~tc ⊗ ~ec)⊗ (~tc ⊗ ~ec)) , (13)
Where ~ec and lc are the unit vector and the length of the branch vector connecting the centers
of two grains in contact, ~ec is the normal vector to the contact and ~tc the tangent, kn and kt are
the normal and tangential contact stiffnesses. More details are given in AppendixC.
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Given its elastic definition, the operator provides stability. However, not being a CTO , quadratic
convergence cannot be expected (Fig. 5). On the other hand, the computational cost of the operator
is negligible with respect to the DEM computation and no perturbations are needed.
In the following, different numerical examples of UKO are shown for different stress and strain
states (before peak and after peak, in the simulation of a biaxial test path). The coefficients obtained
by the Kruyt method are higher in the diagonal than the ones obtained by perturbation method.





1119.12 −19.48 0 0
−19.48 1119.56 0 0
0 0 1119.12 −19.48





809.40 12.50 0 0
12.50 1033.74 0 0
0 0 809.40 12.50
0 0 12.50 1033.74
 (15)
It can be seen in Eqs. 14 and 15 that, when applied to a small deformation gradient, those two
matrices do not yield to a symmetric increment of the Cauchy stress tensor; for that, according to
Eq. 11, the lines 2 and 3 of the matrices would have been identical. Anyway, that does not seem to
be a problem since at each iteration of the Newton-Raphson process the stress is calculated by the
DEM computation and therefore is symmetric.
4.2. Upper bound Corrected Kruyt Operator (UCKO - UCKO 2DOF)
Using statistical and thermodynamics principles, Kruyt shows that the elastic moduli can be
obtained as the average of the upper and lower bounds if certain conditions are fulfilled [14]. The
upper bound is used in the previous section (Eq. 13). Being aware of the linearity between upper,
lower bounds and the actual elastic coefficients shown by Kruyt, the CTO in the pre-peak part
can be used to calibrate the UKO using a single coefficient cx. This coefficient is then adopted in
the whole test in order to obtain a better approximation of the elastic moduli: the UCKO. This









c ⊗ ~ec)⊗ (~ec ⊗ ~ec) + kt
(
~tc ⊗ ~ec)⊗ (~tc ⊗ ~ec)) (16)
Where cx is the calibrated coefficient.
A more complex calibration can be obtained by applying two calibrated coefficients: cn and ct to
kn and kt in the expression (Eq. 16). These coefficients are calibrated using two terms of the CTO,
i.e. C1111 and C1122. This operator is called UCKO 2DOF (2 Degrees Of Freedom Calibration),
and it provides still a faster convergence in the pre-peak, close to quadratic velocity. Nevertheless,
this does not improve the post-peak convergence velocity because the calibration using the CTO is









c ⊗ ~ec)⊗ (~ec ⊗ ~ec) + ctkt
(
~tc ⊗ ~ec)⊗ (~tc ⊗ ~ec)) (17)
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Figure 5: Displacement convergence profiles (UNORM/DNORM) for different initial step size: 2 = 1 · 10−3, 2 =
1 · 10−4, 2 = 1 · 10−5, 2 = 1 · 10−6. Kruyt operator. The horizontal line indicates the precision threshold.
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Where cn and ct are the correction coefficients.
4.3. Kruyt Augmented Operator (KAO)
The philosophy of the UKO "augmented" consists in the incorporation of additional degrees of
freedom, i.e. the rotation of the grains, as well as taking into account the pre-existing forces. This
is expected to provide a better physical representation of the equivalent elastic properties of the
medium.
The operator “Kruyt” augmented CKAO is given at (Eq. C.4), in index notation it reads:







































i − f ct eci ) ecjtckechF−1lh (18)
A numerical example is presented in (Eq. 19).
CKAO =

1117.9 −10.2 −10.2 −0.1
−20.5 559.4 559.0 0.0
0.0 558.8 559.2 −20.4
−0.1 −10.2 −10.2 1118.3
 (19)
Convergence is not as efficient as DEMQO/PSTLO (see section 5): this is expected since this
approach constitutes a rougher method of homogenization.
5. Elastic operators
In this section, the periodic granular media is described and different approaches to extracting
operators are developed. The proposed operators are of elastic nature since no damage or grain
sliding is considered in the developments. Two resulting operators are developed and tested: a DEM
based Quasi-static Operator (DEMQO) and a PreStressed Truss-Like Operator (PSTLO).
5.1. DEM based Quasi-static Operator (DEMQO)
A possible auxiliary operator is obtained considering the granular assembly as elastic in its
current configuration. That consists in assuming that the contacts are persistent (no loss nor
creation of new ones) and that the grain interactions are elastic. The determination of the auxiliary
operator can be performed numerically by DEM computations of four auxiliary steps for which the
initial value of the macroscopic deformation gradient is F f (that is to say the value at the end of the
current step) and the final values are F f + Λmn , n,m = 1, 2 where the Λmn are of the form (5).
Moreover, the friction coefficient among grains is set to a large value so as to prevent any sliding,
thus insuring a quasi-elastic behavior. Naming dσEnm the corresponding stress tensors calculated





The DEM computational cost needed by the calculation of the DEMQO are almost negligible
compared to the four complete DEM computations of the CTO evaluation. Consequently, the
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computational cost drops by an order of about 80 % (1 DEM calculation for the DEMQO compared
to 5 for the CTO).
Despite being "elastic", it should be noted that the technique can still provide unstable results
because bifurcation remains possible within the granular assembly.
Compared to the existing alternatives to be used in the FEMxDEM approach, notably the Kruyt
operator [14], the here proposed elastic operator takes into consideration the microscale mechanics
of the granular assembly and extract the elastic properties of the medium from the resolution of
the microscale problem (either numerically or analytically, see section 5.2), rather than performing
a simplistic homogenization that does not consider the microscale mechanics [14].
It is worth noting that strong conditions are usually applied to the DEM computations in order
to guarantee a quasi-static state before the numerical homogenization. These conditions include
a threshold for the kinetic energy, maximum number of sliding contacts and maximum number of
single contact grains. Such conditions force an extended relaxation period after the loading of the
DEM assembly. The duration of this relaxation period is strongly dependent on the velocity of the
applied deformation rather than the magnitude of this deformation; this has been observed in the
testing of the DEMQO, showing relaxation times of the same order of magnitude both for the main
DEM loading path and for the infinitesimal perturbations. In order to accelerate the code, quasi-
static conditions have been made less strict for the perturbations, resulting in a drastic reduction of
the computational time devoted to the perturbations. Notably, this does not affect the physics of
the model 6 since the main loading path is still subject to strict quasi-static conditions. A numerical
example using a compression biaxial test at the beginning of the loading is provided (Eq. 21):
CDEMQO =

902.3 13.4 −14.2 86.2
−13.4 384.6 421.9 −12.4
−13.4 384.6 421.9 −12.4
86.2 −12.4 −12.4 890.3
 (21)
5.2. PreStressed Truss-like Operator (PSTLO)
The DEMQO proposed in the previous section is obtained through DEM computations in which
everything is performed in such a way that the grain assembly behaves a far as possible elastically.
The determination of the PSTLO follows the same idea. After the main DEM computation giving
S (F f) (see (Eq.2)), the grain assembly is considered like a pre-stressed lattice with the rotation
of the nodes as degrees of freedom. That means that the inter-granular contacts are persistent and
elastic. Submitted to a small increment dF of the deformation gradient the lattice-like granular
assembly deforms from the stressed equilibrium configuration at the end of the DEM computation
to another equilibrium configuration. The increment dF being small, the displacements and the ro-
tations of the grains are assumed small too, and the balance equations of the deformed configuration
are linearized up to the first order with respect to the displacements ~un = d~xn and the rotations
dθn of the grains and of the contact forces d~f c. The linear problem to be solved to determine the
6The perturbation calculations are not considered as part of the physics of the model because they merely provide
the operator used in the Newton strategy but do not take part on the constitutive relation.
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PSTLO reads:



























~tc ⊗ ~tc)) · d~bc (22b)
d~acE = −
(




~tc ⊗ ~tc)) · d~bc (22c)
d~bc = ~uE(c) + δcid
~Y i − ~uO(c) (22d)
d~Y i =
(








c − f ct ~ec
)⊗ ~tc) · d~bc − kt (lcOdθO(c) + lcEdθE(c))~tc (22f)
The details of the notations and of the calculations leading to that formulation are given in
AppendixB.
The solution of this problem yields to the contacts force d~f c in terms of the increment dF ,
which in turn yield to the increment dσ of the Cauchy stress tensor given by the expansion up to







~f c ⊗ ~Y i + σ · F−T · dF T − (F−T : dF )σ
Denoting dσnm the increments of the stress tensors corresponding to the increments dF = Λmn , n,m =




An analytic operator is therefore obtained, thus avoiding the need to run the numerical DEM:
this can reduce the computational charge without any compromise in the results.
Indeed, beside the numerical precision, this approach provides the same results as the DEMQO,
as it needs to solve a linear system of equations. However, it is worth noting that the solution of
a linear system requires a computational time with cubic dependence on the size of the system:
the numerical efficiency of the PSTLO over the DEMQO then depends on the complexity of the
microscale model.
6. Results
In (Fig. 6) the convergence profiles of the previously defined compression biaxial test (Fig. 2)
are presented. The two plots represent the evolution of the residual force vector in the initial stage
of the compression (fig.6-left) and well after the stress peak (fig.6-right). The case at the beginning
of the compression (fig.6-left) gives the best convergence rates for the CTO, DEMQO/PSTLO and
UCKO 2DOF in this order for a threshold7 FNORM/RNORM = 1 · 10−2. It is also interesting
7FNORM is the norm of the nodal forces and RNORM of the nodal reactions in the current iteration.
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to observe the asymptotic value around FNORM/RNORM = 3 · 10−4 due to the precision of
the constitutive law. The plot for the post-peak regime (fig.6-right) gives the best convergence for
UCKO, DEMQO/PSTLO and CTO in this order for a threshold FNORM/RNORM = 1 · 10−2.
In this case the asymptotic value for the precision is around 2 · 10−4 due to the discrete nature of
the DEM and the presence of grain sliding.








































































Figure 6: Convergence plots of the tested operators; left: at the beginning of a biaxial test with 22 = 0, right:
post-peak regime with 22 = 1.5%. y axis in logarithmic scale.
A second plot (Fig. 7-left) shows the convergence performance of the different operators, focusing
on the number of iterations needed to reach convergence with a precision threshold FNORM/RNORM =
1 · 10−2. It shows that the best overall performance is obtained with DEMQO/PSTLO. In the case
of the UCKO and UCKO 2DOF operators, it can be seen that the calibration improves the perfor-
mance in the initial stages of the biaxial loading, which is consistent with the fact that the proposed
calibration is performed with reference to the CTO at the beginning of the loading (CTO being
non available later). It can be observed that the pre-peak phase needs more iterations than the
post-peak. This is most likely due to the perfect initial homogeneity of the problem both at the
micro and at the macro-scale. This point has been addressed in a previous paper, see [23]), in which
the effect of the initial heterogeneity has been studied by using a random distribution of equivalent
but different REVs at the micro-scale. (Tab. 1) summarizes the qualities and convergence velocity8
of the different operators, references are provided for the operators developed outside of this work
(CTO, AEO and UKO).
The performances of the operators are compared in terms of relative wall-clock time of the
compression biaxial test simulation till 2% of axial deformation. The CTO/AEO operator (only
AEO is used in the post-peak regime) is here considered as the reference result and the related
8The convergence velocity is computed as the inverse of the number of integrations of the loading path, both for
the initial stages (Vi) and post-peak (Vp), and the values are normalized with the reference of the DEMQO/PSTLO.
Note that in the perturbation based methods the number of needed integrations is five for each iteration.
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Operator Advantages Disadvantages Vi Vp References
CTO Quadratic Perturbations 0.20 - (Eq. 6) [24]
AEO No perturbations Not updated 0.20 0.80 [18]
DEMQO Robust, fast Numerical 1.00 1.00 (Eq. 20)
PSTLO Robust, fast System solver 1.00 1.00 AppendixB
UKO Simple computation Not physical 0.50 0.67 (Eq. 13) [14]
UCKO Better fit Not physical 0.67 1.00 (Eq. 16)
UCKO 2DOF Yet better fit Not physical 0.86 0.80 (Eq. 17)
KAO Considers rotations Not physical 0.67 0.67 AppendixC
Table 1: Summary operators
wall-clock is normalized to 100 (Fig. 7-right). The PSTLO presents the highest computational time
due to the previously discussed linear system resolution in the microscale. The total wall-clock
time, 3 times higher than the any other operator, makes the PSTLO not appropriate for a 400
particles microscale: its use is reserved for problems with, at most, 100 particles microscale. As
already pointed out, also the CTO/AEO is far less efficient than the other operators due to the
time needed to integrate the perturbations along the loading path. The Kruyt-type operators are at
least 10% more efficient than the reference solution. The calibrated operators are about 25% faster
than the standard UKO. However, the UCKO-like operators require a calibration phase that is not
here considered and that can be hardly extended to different problems. The KAO, which accounts
for rotations pre-existing forces in the microscale represents an enhancement of the original UKO.
Finally, it is worth noting that the DEMQO offers the most interesting performances, both in terms
of number of iterations and total wall-clock time. The here proposed approach is indeed 35% more
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Figure 7: Left: number of iterations needed to reach convergence with the different operators. Convergence threshold:
FNORM/RNORM = 1 · 10−2. Right: relative wall-clock time for a biaxial loading till 2% of axial deformation.
Processor: Intel Core i5-6440HQ @2.60GHz
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7. Parallelization
The model takes advantage of an element loop parallelization implemented using an OpenMP
paradigm. This parallelization allows to significantly reduce the total wall-clock time of the simu-
lation, the speed-up is almost proportional to the number of used cores.
7.1. Element loop vs solver speed-up
FEM can be parallelized both in the Gauss point integration loop (or element loop) and the
solver part. Typically, problems with analytic laws and fine meshes are solver-intensive meaning
that most of the computation time is spent on the solver. On the other hand, double scale problems
with coarse macroscale mesh are element-intensive, meaning that most of the computation time is
spent on the integration of the Gauss points in the element loop. This implies, according to Amdahl








where S is the speed-up, n the number of parallel regions and B the non parallelizable part of
the code translated to CPU time. The element loop parallelization is less and less efficient as we
increase the number of elements because the time devoted to the solver increases super-linearly with
the size of the global stiffness matrix [4]. In the other hand, for a large number of cores involved in
the parallelization, the speed-up factor tends to an asymptotic value linked to the time devoted to
the non-parallelizable part (Eq: 24). This two factors set the upper limits to the effectiveness of an
element loop parallelization.9
In the present work, consisting in FEMxDEM, the situation is clearly element intensive (Tab.
2), it consists in the same configuration used in the operator study, i.e. compression biaxial test,
4 Gauss points per element, microscale with 400 spherical particles, frictional-cohesive contacts,
3 mesh refinements are used in the following: 128 and 512 elements (see fig.8 ). therefore an
element parallelization is implemented. It consists in an OpenMP implementation (shared memory
paradigm) which executes concurrent element computations using different processor cores. The
concern is to avoid concurrency in the global stiffness matrix assembly, this is done using the
"atomic” construct in the OpenMP implementation: !$OMP ATOMIC, it ensures that a specific
storage location is updated automatically, rather than exposing it to the possibility of multiple,
simultaneous writing threads [21].





Table 2: Time spent on the different parts of the FEM model for two biaxial tests FEMxDEM with 128 and 512
respectively.
9As an example: for less than 512 elements the speed-up presents an almost linear relation with the number
of processors if this number is less than 50 (parallelization efficiency equal to 86% with a 512 element test and 50
available cores).
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Figure 8: 128 and 512 elements biaxial test geometry
7.2. Performance
The parallelized code is executed in different machines in order to benchmark its performances.
The machines are two servers, one with two Intel Xeon CPU E5410 @2.33GHz 4 core processors (8
core total) and the second with two Intel Xeon CPU E5650 @2.67GHz 6 core processors (12 core
total). A standard 512 element simulation consisting in a compression biaxial test till 2% of axial
deformation is executed both sequentially and parallelized in the two machines. The final value of
2% of axial deformation is chosen in order to enter the post-peak region in which the computational
charge per iteration is much larger than in the pre-peak region. The results show a speed-up of 7.15
for the machine with 8 cores and 9.06 for the machine with 12 cores (Fig. 9). The good efficiency
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Figure 9: Parallelization performance: comparison of sequential and parallel wall-clock time of a FEMxDEM simu-
lation in different machines.
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8. Conclusions
A FEMxDEM model has been presented; this approach overcomes the phenomenological as-
sumptions and calibrations needed in a classical analytic law used in FEM. Given the inefficacy of
the CTO in the post-peak range, a variety of Newton’s operators has been reviewed and proposed
in order to study and improve the stability and numerical efficiency of the method. AEO is a first
attempt to build a stable operator by averaging several CTOs; Kruyt derived operators bring yet
an improvement of the convergence and stability; KAO shows that an enrichment of the physical
description of a Kruyt type operator can further improve the operator performance. DEMQO and
PSTLO, which treat the DEM assembly as a pre-stressed elastic truss give the best results in terms
of number of iterations both in the pre and post-peak regimes, becoming good candidates to be used
in the FEMxDEM approach. It is worth noting that these two operators perform very differently in
terms of wall-clock time. Indeed, the DEMQO operator turns out to be the most efficient operator,
over-topping the existing approaches.An element loop parallelization has been also developed, thus
reducing the overhead caused by sequential element calculations and resulting in a major speed-up
of the simulations.
Further developments are needed to ensure a proper shear band description, i.e. regularization is
required for reducing the pathological mesh dependency due to strain localization. The model can be
further improved by parallelizing the solver and also by implementing a massive parallelization, i.e.
MPI, i.e. changing the parallelization paradigm from the shared memory one used here (OpenMP)
to a distributed memory one (MPI), which allows to use larger numbers of cores.
AppendixA. Description of the periodic granular assembly
AppendixA.1. Numberings and geometry
This first part of the appendix is intended to make precise the notations used in the main part
of the paper as well as in the following of the appendix.
The grains are 2D disks, the whole study is limited to 2 dimensions. The grains move in a 2D
plane orthogonal to the normed vector ~i3 that orients the plane.
Conditions of periodicity are used which means that the sample of grains is considered as the
base cell of a periodic medium, the vectors of periodicity depend on the time and are denoted by ~Y 1
and ~Y 2. A grain of the base cell can then interact with another grain of that cell of a neighbouring
cell.
The grains of the base cell are numbered n,m, . . . . Let Rn denote the radius of the grain n.
The position of the center of the grain n is given with respect to an origin O by the vector ~xn (~xn
depends on the time).
A contact c = (n,m, δ1, δ2) is an ordered couple of grains n and m and, as conditions of period-
icity are used, two numbers δ1 and δ2, taking values in {−1, 0; 1} that tell whether the contact is
between grains of the base cell or between grains of two neighbouring cells. The set of all contacts
is denoted by I. The couple of grains of the contact c being ordered, one, say n, is called the origin
O (c) of the contact and the other m is the end E (c); the two δ’s are denoted by δc1 and δc2 (Fig.
A.10).
The branch vector of the contact c is the vector~bc linking the centers of the two grains in contact:
~bc = ~xE(c) + δc1~Y
1 + δc2~Y
2 − ~xO(c) (A.1)
In the following, according to the Einstein’s summation convention, the sum δc1~Y 1+δc2~Y 2 is simplified
into δci ~Y










Figure A.10: 2 circular grains in contact.
lc, ‖~ec = 1‖. ~ec is the normal vector to the contact, let ~tc denote the tangent vector image of ~ec by
the counterclockwise rotation of angle pi/2.
In the considered modelling of the contacts, grains can overlap, let
hc = RO(c) +RE(c) − lc (A.2)
be the overlap of the contact c. As grains in contact can overlap, it is necessary, in order to be able
to write balance equations for moments, to define a contact point, the position of which is given by
the vector ~pc. Let ~acO and ~acE be the vectors: ~acO = ~xO(c) − ~pc and ~acE = ~xE(c) − ~pc. The contact
point is chosen on the segment linking the centers of the two grains, that entails that the lever arms
~acO and ~acE are parallel to ~ec:
~acO = lcO~ec (A.3a)
~acE = −lcE~ec (A.3b)
and obviously:
lcO + lcE = lc (A.4)
When two grains in contact overlap (hc > 0), it seems sensible to impose that the contact point
should be in the overlap region that reads:
lcO = RO(c) − αhc (A.5)
where α is a parameter such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, for instance α = 1/2. From (A.4) and (A.2), it comes:
lcE = RE(c) − (1− α)hc (A.6)
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AppendixA.2. Contact forces and equilibrium
Grains in contact interact by shear forces which means that the rolling torque is disregarded.
For a contact c, let ~f c be the force applied by the grain E (c) on O (c), as the rolling couple is
disregarded the moment at the center ~xn of the force ~f c is ~acO × ~f c.




















In that formulation, the virtual rotation vectors are ~θn∗ = θn∗~i3, in which ~i3 is the normed vector
orthogonal to the plane where the 2D grains move.
AppendixB. Determination of PSTLO
The configuration of the base cell being determined by the two periodicity vectors ~Y 1 and ~Y 2,
the positions of the grains and the contact forces ~f c, an increment dF is added to the macroscopic
deformation gradient F , the PSTLO is the operator that yields the increment dσ of the Cauchy
stress σ in terms of dF . The increment dF yields increments d~Y 1 and d~Y 2 of the vectors ~Y 1 and
~Y 2 given by:
d~Y i =
(
dF · F−1) · ~Y i , i = 1, 2 (B.1)
where dF · F−1 denotes the composition product of dF and F−1 and (dF · F−1) · ~Y i denotes the
image of ~Y i by the linear application dF ·F−1. ~Y 1R = F−1 · ~Y 1 and ~Y 2R = F−1 · ~Y 2 are the periodicity
vectors of the initial configuration of the base cell. According to (A.1) the changes of ~Y 1 and ~Y 2 at
least induce changes in the distances between grains and consequently changes d~f c in the contact
forces. Consequently, the balance of the grains is broken and they have to move and rotate in order
to recover the equilibrium.
As the increment dF is assumed small, the resulting displacements ~un = d~xn and rotations dθn
of the grains are small and it is possible to develop the geometric quantities, the forces and the
equations of equilibrium up to the first order to define the linear problem to be solved in order
to determine ~un, dθn in term of dF . Which will yield d~f c in term of dF and consequently the
increment dσ of the Cauchy stress σ in term of dF , so defining the looked for operator.






















where d~acO and d~acE are the increments of the lever arms ~acO and ~acE .
Differentiation of the geometry. In the motion of the grains resulting from the change of F into
F +dF , the positions of the grains change yielding changes in ~bc, ~ec, ~tc and of hc and it is necessary
to determine those changes d~bc, d~ec, d~tc and dhc, assumed to be small in terms of the displacements
~un and rotations dθn of the grains.
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Differentiation of ~bc, ~ec, ~tc and of hc. The differentiation of (A.1) with respect to ~un and dθn yields:
d~bc = ~uE(c) + δcid
~Y i − ~uO(c) (B.3)
The differentiation of ~bc = lc~ec yields d~bc = dlc~ec + lcd~ec. Taking into account that ~ec is a norm






~tc ⊗ ~tc) d~bc (B.4a)
d~tc = − 1
lc
(
~ec ⊗ ~tc) · d~bc (B.4b)
The differentiation of (A.2) yields:
dhc = −dlc = −~ec.d~bc (B.5)
Differentiation of the lever arms ~acO and ~acE. Taking into account (B.5), the differentiation of
(A.3), (A.5) and (A.6), yields after some algebra:
d~acO =
(




~tc ⊗ ~tc)) · d~bc (B.6a)
d~acE = −
(




~tc ⊗ ~tc)) · d~bc (B.6b)
Incremental forces and moments. The contact force ~f c can be decomposed into:
~f c = f cn~e
c + f ct~t
c (B.7)
the differentiation of which reads:
d~f c = df cn~e
c + f cnd~e
c + df ct~t
c + f ct d~t
c (B.8)
The constitutive equation of the normal component f cn being f cn = −kn (hc − C), it comes:
df cn = −kndhc
that is to say, according to (B.5):
df cn = kn~e
c.d~bc (B.9)
The constitutive equation of the tangent component df ct reads:
















c − f ct ~ec
)⊗ ~tc) · d~bc − kt (lcOdθO(c) + lcEdθE(c))~tc (B.11)
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Determination of dσ in term of dF . The vectors ~Y 1 and ~Y 2 defining the cell, the positions ~xn of
the grains, the set C of all the contacts, the contact forces ~f c, the macroscopic deformation gradient
F being known and the increment dF of F being given, the displacements ~un and the rotations
dθn of the grains and the increments d~f c of the contact focres are solutions of the problem (22).
The displacements ~un, the rotations dθn and the increments d~f c of contact forces resulting from
the change to F + dF being determined, it remains to link the increment dF to the increment dσ






~f c ⊗ δci ~Y i
where |Y | denotes the surface of the base cell, |Y | =
∥∥∥~Y 1 × ~Y 2∥∥∥.







~f c ⊗ ~Y i + σ · F−T · dF T − (F−T : dF )σ (B.12)
where F , σ, the ~Y i’s are known. The increments d~f c are determined by solving the problem (22)
which is linear, consequently the increments d~f c depend linearly on dF and so does dσ. In that
expression dF T denotes the transposed of dF and F−T that of F−1 - F−T is also the inverse of
F T .
AppendixC. Determination of the "Kruyt" operator CKAO
The purpose of that appendix is to detail the generalization of the "Kruyt" operator CUKO of
(13) in which the rotations of the grains and the preexisting contact forces are taken into account.
Following the same idea, the displacements and the rotations of the grains "follow" the small
homogeneous transformation of the macroscopic continuum medium. In particular this means that
in general the equilibrium equations are not satisfied so they don’t have to be considered.
The displacement field of a homogeneously deformed continuous medium reads:
~u (~x) = ~a+E · ~x (C.1)
so, obviously, E = ∇x~u. To impose that the grains of the periodic medium "follow" the homogeneous
transformation of the macroscopic continuum medium means that the displacements of the grain n





is ~un˜ = ~a +E ·
(
~xn + νi~Y ia
)
where E is the displacement gradient of the macroscopic
continuous medium that is to say E = dF · F−1. Therefore, according to (B.3), the increment d~bc
of the branch vector ~bc reads:
d~bc = E ·~bc = lcE · ~ec
In the small strain assumption, the displacement field (C.1) of a continuous medium deforming








E −ET ) are the symmetric and skew symmetric parts of E. ~x 7→ ~x+EA ·~x is small rotation. As
the problem is two-dimensional, the skew symmetric tensor EA is such that: ∀~b,~b.~i3 = 0 , EA ·~b =
Ω~i3 ×~b. Consequently, for any contact c it comes EA · ~ec = Ω~i3 × ~ec = Ω~tc and Ω = ~tc.
(
EA · ~ec).
To impose that the grain rotations of the base cell "follow" the homogeneous transformation of
the macroscopic continuum medium comes down to impose that the rotations of the grains are all
the same, namely ∀n , θn = Ω.
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The carrying of d~bc = E ·~bc = lcE ·~ec and θn = Ω into the expression (B.11) of d~f c yields after
some algebra:
d~f c = lc
(
kn~e




~tc ⊗ ~ec + ~ec ⊗ ~tc) : E)+ (f cn~tc − f ct ~ec) (~tc ⊗ ~ec : E)
or also taking into account the expression E = dF · F−1:













c − f ct ~ec
) (
~tc ⊗ ~ec · F−T ) : dF (C.2)
Direct determination of dσ. Because the grains of the base cell are not in equilibrium in this







~f c ⊗~bc (C.3)
Taking into account the relations d |Ya| = |Ya|F−T : dF , d~bc = dF ·F−1 ·~bc and the expression



























c ⊗ ~ec − f ct ~ec ⊗ ~ec
)⊗ (~tc ⊗ ~ec · F−T ) · dF
− (σ ⊗ F−T ) · dF + σ · F−T · dF T (C.4)
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